
 

Utilikilts owner “Crash” (left) with staffer [Photo 

20090722_861]   

The ―Survival‖ Kilt (photo from Utilikilitarian 

Newsletter archives at  

http://www.utilikilts.com/news/archive/04/10.pdf  

--see page 6) 

Outdoor Retailer:  Best of Show Awards 

c. 2009 Ray Wheeler 

Category:  Best Fashion Statement  --  Winner:  Utilikilts, Seattle, Washington 

Far back into human history, sports have been 

umbilically linked to fashion.   And fashion is all 

about setting new trends. 

In 2000, when 29-year old former motorcycle 

mechanic and performance artist ―Crash‖ launched 

Utilikilts, balding men wearing ear-rings, skirts, and 

high-heeled army boots were not the epitome of 

masculinity.  And that, he reasoned, left a huge sector 

of the men’s apparel market wide open for 

exploitation.   Nine years later Utilikilts is grossing $4 

million per year selling skirts to men. 

 

 

 

 

Utilikilts clothing stands at the extreme opposite end of the 

fashion spectrum from the gossamer ultralight apparel on 

display at the Patagonia, Sierra Designs and Marmot 

Mountain booths.  It is tough as nails and heavy as hell, easily 

qualifying for our ―Overdesign Chutzpah‖ award as well.   

Indeed the entire beefcake- and-leather Utilikilts sales team qualifies for a Chutzpah Award in its own right.  (See 

―Best Competitor‖.)   Outdoor Retailers take note:  these guys really know how to market.   The company’s web site 

is an irrepressibly droll  send-up of yuppie lifestyle, marketing B.S. and fashion mores. 

Why was Crash, who is not of Scottish ancestry, himself drawn to kilts?  His explanation is uncomplicated.  Crash  

loves women and he knew they would find kilts sexy as hell.   In addition they provide maximum circulation, 

excellent range of motion, (―We sell freedom‖), and can be fitted with numerous large pockets to hold the kind of 

stuff guys need, like bike tools or six-packs of beer.  Then too, they flatly defy convention. Does fashion get any 

better? 

http://www.utilikilts.com/news/archive/04/10.pdf


 

The self-inflating Cascade Designs NeoAir sleeping pad weighs 

just 14 ounces and rolls to the size of a water bottle 

Better Mousetrap Award, Large Company:  Haven sleep system and NeoAir Pad 
Cascade Designs, Seattle, Washington 

 

In the basic categories of ―ultralight‖ outdoor camping 

equipment—backpack, tent, sleeping bag, pad, stove—

thousands of designs have been testind in the market, 

and surpassing all previous designers to build a better 

mousetrap requires creativity of the sort rarely found in 

very large companies. 

Normally innovation comes as a one-off  idea around 

which the inventor formulates a new startup.  Cascade 

Designs began that way in 1972, when two former 

Boeing aircraft engineers designed a self-inflating air 

mattress light enough for backpacking—the legendary 

Thermarest.  Thirty seven years later the company has 

grown exponentially, acquiring six other major product 

lines.  In 2001 it acquired Mountain Safety Research, 

an extremely innovative developer of backpacking 

stoves, cookware, water filters, tents, and a plethora of 

other camping and climbing gadgets.  Together 

Cascade Designs and MSR have sustained a tradition 

of muscular innovation extremely unusual for a 

company this size. 

The latest sleeping bag and pad from Cascade Designs are a supreme triumph of ultralight design in two basic 

categories that one might think would have no room for further improvement.  

The breakthrough idea of merging sleeping bag and pad first appeared in Ray Jardine’s seminal book, ―Beyond 

Backpacking‖, which launched the new sport of ―ultralight‖ backpacking.   Jardine designed a ―sleep system‖ in two 

pieces, attaching an insulating top to a thin closed cell foam bottom with Velcro tabs around the edges.    There were 

no zippers and no hood.  The cut was just generous enough to allow the sleeper to turn within the bag while remaining 

on the pad.   The pad, rolled into a hollow cylinder of just the right size, provided rigidity and padding to Jardine’s 

cylindrical pack sack which was so light that he preferred to carry it slung over one shoulder. 

That worked well enough for Jardine’s home territory—the lush temperate forests of the Pacific Crest Trail, where 

night temperatures are generally warmer and the ground less rocky.   But in alpine environments the Velcro closure 

system and thin pad may not suffice. 

Some of the best companies in the business have experimented with hybrid bag-pad systems without cracking the 

code.    Either there are cold spots around the edges, or bag and pad shift out of alignment as the sleeper wiggles 

around, or you can’t comfortably turn on your side, or if you can there is too much air space to heat with body warmth 

or, especially with an inflatable mattresses, the whole system is less efficient for its weight than a traditional bag and 

pad.  Systems that eliminate zippers to save weight are hard to ventilate when you get overheated.    

I won’t explain exactly how, but the company’s new 1.4 pound ―Haven Sleep System‖ appears to  resolve all these 

problems.  It can mate with any rectangular sleeping pad  using a strap system, and still more securely, with a tapered 

pad using a sleeve.   Meanwhile using new materials Cascade Designs has developed a self-inflating air mattress that 

weighs less than a pound (14 oz) and rolls up to the size of a water bottle – 9‖ high by 3.3‖ in diameter.   Together 

bag and pad weigh just 2.25 pounds but are rated to 20 degrees.  That’s phenomenal. 



 

Owner Dave Marriner with Burro belt pack, Dajo Adventure 

Gear 

Category:  Better Mousetrap, small company;  Winner:    Trailmate Belt Pack, Dajo Designs 

Adventure Gear, Texas Creek, Colorado 

How many belt pack models may there be in total 

worldwide?  The question staggers the 

imagination.  After thousands, perhaps tens of 

thousands of models, can it still be possible to 

build a better one? 

Yes.   Dajo Adventure Gear’s belt pack line is a 

masterpiece of intelligent, thoughtful design.   

The minute I saw it my internal Possible Great 

Design alarm said:  ―Wow.‖ 

The waist cylinder, to coin a term, is luxuriously 

sculpted to human anatomy, flaring sensually in 

three dimensions from waist to hips and butt. 

Aluminum waterbottles, thoughtfully secured at 

the top with bungie cords, eliminate the chemical 

taste of dissolved plastic.  All models feature 

generous holster compartments placed where you 

can reach (if not see) them without removing or 

swiveling the pack, but carefully positioned and 

profiled to avoid swinging arms.   Inside these 

pockets you find nylon sleeves across the back to 

keep small stuff like change or keys handy. 

Thoughtful design.  Cerebral, even. 

The optimal belt pack provides maximum storage 

capacity, should you need it, without feeling bulky.   And it provides plenty of compartmentalization for organizing 

power.  The 600 cubic inch Burro has twice the carrying capacity of most comparable models, provides six highly 

accessible compartments of various sizes, carries two liters of water AND provides a bungie cord panel for extra or 

wet clothing.  The lid of the main compartment swivels up as if hinged, like a band-aid box lid, to allow unimpeeded 

access to a large central compartment. 

Best of all, Dajo still leaves plenty of room for improvement by future designers.  That’s because after decades of 

evolution no belt pack designer has yet discovered the explosive secret that I will reveal here and now.   Dear 

manufacturers:  the most valuable real estate on a hiker’s body is the FRONT of the waist!   Why make us wrench it 

around or take the damn thing off completely in order to reach those couple of small items, such as sunglasses, map or 

a digital camera, that should be easy to reach? 

Duh-uh.   Pockets in front? You read it here first.   Someone is going to get rich off that idea, and it probably won’t 

be me. 

  



 

Brian Ward demos the Back Yak 

Category:  Disruptive Technology:   Winner:    Salamander/New River Gear Back Yak 

A primary function of the Outdoor Retailer ―markets‖ is to showcase 

breakthrough technologies with the potential to create whole new 

categories of sport.   That’s the ultimate dream of any gear designer:  

not simply to create a better version of a familiar product, but to invent 

a whole new sport.  Consider, for example, the breakthrough 

technologies of yesteryear.  The mountain bike.  The snowboard. Wind 

surfing.  Helmet cams. 

Potentially ―disruptive‖ technologies lurk in every corner of the many-

angled exhibit halls.   There may be a dozen such products at any 

particular show. 

The ―Back Yak‖ is but one example, and its market sector may prove 

small since those using it would need considerable skill to survive in 

the dangerous new frontiers it could open. 

The remaining ―first descents‖ on stretches of river all over the world 

will be made at their uppermost headwaters, where the terrain is 

steepest, most densely vegetated and accessible only by foot trail if at 

all. 

But what if you could carry a snout-nosed shortie kayak playboat 

perfectly suited for rapid maneuvering in the smallest and steepest 

cataracts and chutes far up into the headwaters, wearing  it on a 

comfortable harness like an oversized backpack, and stuffing it with 

enough ultralight gear and dried food to supply a five-day float trip? 

Then those headwaters streams would become boatable, if only to you.   

Think about the possibilities of an amphibious backyak combination in 

a vast the vast, portage-linked water worlds of  Alaska or Canada. 

That is the radical and potentially dangerous idea behind the Back Yak.   

Product Research Specialist Brian Ward has tested the product 

extensively, using it to probe stairstepping headwater streams in 

Oregon, Idaho and California.   

The video of exploratory runs down the Salmon River Gorge, Eagle 

Creek, the West Fork of the Boise River, and West Cherry Creek in 

Yosemite, speaks eloquently for itself. 

  



 
Twelve thousand hours of training pays off:  

professional freestyle kayaker Nick Troutman 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Troutman enters a chute on the upper Rio 

Alseseca, photo c. Darin McQuoid, Jackson 

Kayaks—see 

http://darinm.blogspot.com/2006/11/alseseca-

upper-classic-iv-v-rio.html 

Category:  Best Lifestyle Backstory  --  Winner:  Nick Troutman, Beachburg, Ontario 

The best thing about the Outdoor Retailer is not 

its extravagant cornucopia of  play toys but the 

people it brings to our town, including 

explorers and world-class athletes  who actually 

use state of the art outdoor equipment at the far 

outer limits of its performance range. 

To meet any of these people is to relearn in one 

lesson the meaning of ―self actualization‖. 

Nick Troutman’s lifestyle,  selected more or 

less at random after an accidental encounter in 

the Jackson Kayaks booth, is typical.    

His  day job is to perform playboat acrobatics on the biggest waves 

and holes in rivers and water parks all over the world.   He does this 

on average for six hours a day about 300 days a year.  He’s been at it 

for seven years since age 13.  If you can count that high, do the 

math.  His approximately twelve thousand hours of training has paid 

off.     During the past four years he has won the Canadian National 

Championship three years in a row, has been North American 

Champion once and World Cup champion twice. 

Working out six hours a day can be a grind, but Nick’s life is not 

without color and variety.    In the past seven years  he has toured 

Australia, Zambia, Uganda, Czech Republic, France, Austria, 

Germany, Switzerland, Mexico, every state in the U.S., and all 

across Canada.   And those are only the countries he can 

immediately remember when asked.  

The pro circuit begins in the southeastern U.S., then moves to 

Canada, then Reno, then Colorado.   Some 20,000 spectators show 

up for the Reno River Festival—―it’s almost like being a rock star,‖ 

says Nick.   He returns to Canada for part of the summer to train the 

most promising young kayakers in the world at the Ottawa Kayak 

School.  Then he’s off to the  pro kayaking circuit in Switzerland 

and across Europe.    

Vacation during the off-season winter months consists of first descents in New Mexico, Newfoundland, Quebec, Hawaii, Africa.  

He has dodged swimming cobras, portaged around hippos, and paddled among tiger, rinocerous, and elephants on the White 

Nile. 

http://darinm.blogspot.com/2006/11/alseseca-upper-classic-iv-v-rio.html
http://darinm.blogspot.com/2006/11/alseseca-upper-classic-iv-v-rio.html


A typical off-season kayaking vacation would be the first full descent of the  Alseseca River of Mexico, which millraces 

through slots in volcanic rock at descent rates of up to 800 feet per mile.  The 50-mile trip took five weeks during 

which the Jackson Kayak team ran or rappelled dozens of waterfalls, including ―a handful‖ of 100-footers, several 60-

footers, and countless 10-30 foot drops.  A single stretch of the Alsesesca just 2.7 miles long reportedly contains 30 

waterfalls between 20 and 30 feet high. 

Such a life. 

  



 

Mars:  Utilikilts team celebrates victory after winning the prestigious Olukai Flip 

Cup Beer Drinking Tournament… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                            -------------------------------- 

…Versus Venus:  Project O.R. People’s Choice Award 

Winner Wild Rose Hamilton, Colorado State University 

 

Category:  Best Competitor:   Runner up:  Utilikilts;     Winner:    Project O.R. designers 

Outdoor recreation is nothing if not 

ferociously competitive.   Indeed, as we 

all now know, modern life itself  is but 

a ―reality‖ show from which any of us 

could vanish in an instant should our 

competitive edge waver in the slightest.  

If Thoreau were alive today the 

construction of his cabin at Walden 

Pond would be a contest between teams 

of young men and women judged by a 

panel of experts and voted upon daily 

by an audience of millions.   Got a 

problem with that?  Thoreau:  ―You’re 

fired!‖  

Our candidates in this category are a 

classic Mars/Venus matchup:   one 

team all male and all man, one team all 

female and all business.  Not that the 

question is new --but once again the 

world demands to know the answer:  which sex is the fiercest 

competitor? 

Runner-up Utilikilts deserves recognition for its dominance 

and easy win of the traditional beer drinking flip cup contest 

at the Outdoor Retailer Industry Party.  No one would 

question that beer drinking is the most important and 

prestigious of outdoor sports—any extraterrestrial monitoring 

our television programming would confirm it. 

So we honor the magnitude of your achievement in a seminal 

category, guys.  But let’s get real here.  For all its bravado 

your beer drinking marathon lasted but thirty or forty minutes.     

The challenge for five female students selected from top 

design schools around the U.S. was slightly more cerebral:  to 

create a prototype of a women’s lightweight insulated 

windshirt incorporating resusable/recyclable components and 

to do it within 48 hours. They first had to present their concept 

in a Design Brief,  replete with hand drawn sketches that were 

themselves impressive works of art—these ladies are artists 

first and designers second.   Then they must actually create the garment from raw materials at work stations equipped with high 

tech sewing, cutting and pressing equipment.  If you think that’s easy, guys, fill up a cooler with beer, get yourself some crayons 

and a sewing machine, and try it yourself. 

Which sex is the fiercest competitor?   I think we’ve all known that answer since birth.  

  



 

Ecologic Design staff model bike messenger bags made 

from inner tube rubber and billboard fabric 

 

 

 

Category:  Best Business Plan;  Winner:    Ecologic Designs, Boulder, Colorado 

Boulder-based Ecologic Designs makes outdoor 

gear and accessories out of repurposed waste 

materials that are difficult to recycle. 

In their skilled hands vinyl sheeting from 

discarded highway billboards becomes stylish 

bicycle messenger bags, shoulder totes, snowboard 

cases and wallets.   Rubber from blown out truck, 

tractor and bike inner tubes, neoprene wetsuits, 

booties and hoods, becomes bags, wallets, pouches 

and designer ski goggle straps.   Old climbing 

rope, and other cordage becomes dog leashes and 

collars, chalk bags, bracelets and key chains.  And 

that’s after just three and a half years.  In our 

throw-away economy the possibilities for strip-

mining our own garbage dumps are as vast as the 

human imagination. 

The company, incorporated in 2005, aims to 

redefine  local manufacturing for maximum 

sustainability in every category, using wind power 

and biofuels and managing a national 

―Reclamation Station‖ system to channel difficult-

to-recycle materials out of the corporate waste 

stream and back into the economy.  

―We are also outdoor enthusiasts,‖ reads the Ecologic Designs vision statement, ―committed to environmentally 

friendly products that have a positive social impact.‖  

Today large and small companies all over the world are thoughtfully and seriously considering strategies to apply the 

emerging principles of sustainability throughout the production supply chain.  By providing a successful example of 

applied sustainability theory, this company and others like it are pioneering the future of industry and commerce.  

As the outdoor recreation industry becomes ever more a poster child for the mindless narcissistic consumption that is 

destroying our biosphere, the idealism and creativity of this new generation of green designers will be its best hope 

for salvation. 

  



 

 

 

Category:  Best Performance Art  --  Winner:  AscenDance Project, Berkeley, California 

The sun is setting but heat still pulsates off  the brickwork surface of 

Pierpont Street, a full block of which is traditionally closed off for the 

Outdoor Retailer Industry Party. 

The long first day of the Summer O.R. market is over.   Copious amounts 

of beer and food have been consumed.   The rock and roll band has 

jammed through its last set and is packing to go.  The skirt-flaunting men 

of Utilikilts, Inc., have lost a hard-fought dodgeball competition, but have 

triumphed in the prestigious beer-drinking flip-cup contest.  The party is 

pretty much over. 

Most of the partiers have dissipated into the fading light, but at the far end 

of the street a group of 20 or 30  has formed around a clay-colored 

climbing wall about thirty feet wide and fifteen feet high. 

Music pours from loudspeakers. A tall, lithe, muscular blonde woman  

flows over the top of the wall onto its studded surface, and rotates across it 

from one end to the other in a series of breathtakingly graceful moves.  

This is Isabel Jessica von Rittberg, Artistic Director of the Ascendance 

Project of Berkeley, California. 

For the next two hours four rock wall dancers perform a continuous ballet 

as magnificently defiant of gravity as that of any great trampoline or 

trapeze act. 

There is occasional applause, but onlookers are subdued, either distracted 

by conversation or transfixed  by the startling beauty.   The dancers’ 

bodies,  composed and 

rhythmically recomposed 

into anatomically improbable 

postures--now still, now 

swinging or spinning, now 

clinging upside down like 

Spiderman--are a series of 

living  sculptures, each 

worthy, for its exquisite 

muscular detail, of 

Michaelangelo or Rodin. 

In the late afternoon heat the 

sensuality of these lithe, 

graceful, powerful male and 

female bodies is 

electromagnetic.  I am 

following the action in my 

viewfinder, shooting a 

continuous stream of still photos as the body sculptures form and reform kaleidoscopic ally.   My flash batteries have long since 

gone dead.  I’m shooting  in natural light well below the range of the camera’s power to resolve motion.  The pictures will be 



 

 

blurred by movement but I don’t care.    It’s not photography any 

more.  The lens is a mind tunnel to those sinewy bodies.  I move 

forward, zooming gently into the symphony of muscles rippling 

across Isbel Rittburg’s back 

The O.R. party has blown the  premises, bound for brew pubs and 

night clubs recently liberated from Utah liquor laws.  Only a few of us 

remain here watching in awed silence.  

 

The AscenDance Project of Berkeley, California, has 

accomplished something that the wealthiest of O.R. 

Show  exhibitors can only dream of.  They have wound 

together sport, dance, music, apparel design, feng shui 

and body sculpture  into an exotic new brand with a 

patent on sex appeal. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

Marshmellows anyone?   Auspit, the Australian BBQ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Category:  Overdesign Chuzpah:   Winner:    Marshmellow Roasting Accessory, Auspit, the 

Australian BBQ, Victoria, British Columbia 

To be fair, the distinction as to what qualifies as 

―Overdesign‖ is totally subjective.   One man’s cabin at 

Walden Pond might be another’s Versailles.   

That said, I would also suggest that the abstract 

principle of Overdesign can still be fairly applied on a 

purely intuitive basis.   As Supreme Court justice Potter 

Stewart famously put it, ―I may not be able to define 

pornography, but I know it when I see it.‖ 

The marshmellow roasting accessory of Auspit, the 

Australian BBQ, is as fair test of the intuitive judgment 

call principle. 

You tell me.  Is it…pornography? 

 

 

 

 

  



 

The 1/3 ounce, $3.95  Best Glide 

Folding Survival Saw cuts wood, ice, 

metal and bone. 

 

Best Glide’s $1.00 fire starter and macro lens. 

 

 

Categories:  Minimalist Triumph and Best of Show:   Winner:    Best Glide Aviation Survival, Robinson, Texas 

It comes down to this.   Think of the Outdoor Retailer show as an epic battle between evil (the obsessive, narcissistic 

consumerism of an industrial growth culture that is systematically annihilating life on earth) and good (the human 

capacity to invent exquisitely useful tools whose beauty is in their elegant simplicity.) 

We all bring our personal biases to the judging stand.  Those are mine. 

There is more than a little moralizing in my choice for ―best of show‖ this year.   There are other products, people and 

ideas far more important and grand than the following picks for the‖Minimalist Triumph‖ and ―Best of Show‖ grand 

prize awards.  But three products of Best Glide Aviation Survival Inc. perfectly exemplify the design standards that I 

believe should lead the outdoor recreation industry of the future. 

Best Glide’s 4 X Fresnel Lens Fire Starter is a 

magnifying lens exactly the size of a credit 

card, which will focus direct sunlight to make 

flame in a fraction of a second.  It can also 

serve as a low-power microscope for examining 

nature’s tinier wonders—or in my case, for 

reading the microscopically fine print the 

Outdoor Retailer exhibit hall layout map.  (Only 

using this particular tool could I actually FIND 

the tiny, 8 by 12 foot Best Glide Aviation 

exhibit booth on the map, creating a logical 

conundrum—how could he find it without 

finding it first?-- that my editors will not allow 

me to explore further here.)  I would venture to 

suggest that it might even serve in an 

emergency as an ultralight macro lens for a 

point-and-shoot digital camera. 

All this functionality in an object that weighs 

just 5.5 grams—less than two-tenths of an ounce—and costs exactly $1.00, or as little as fifty-five cents if you buy a 

large enough quantity.   Made of optical PVC with a groove pitch of 0.2 

mm, a focal length of 160 mm, and a magnification of 4 X, it uses the 

same design as the lenses traditionally used in lighthouses across the 

planet. 

 

I defy anyone to find a single product on the O.R. showroom floor that 

offers a higher cost-benefit ratio.   For good measure add to this Best 

Glide’s Derma-Safe Folding Utility Knife and Folding Survival Saw.  The 

knife is essentially a safety razor hinged to fold down into a plastic 

handle.   It is designed to military specifications for strength and 

durability, is less than three inches by one half inch in size folded, weighs 

just 8 grams—less than one third of an ounce—and costs less than two 

bucks. 



The Derma-Safe Utility Saw uses a Swiss-made 18 tooth per inch saw blade 2.75 inches long.  In addition to wood it 

can cut metal, ice, and bone, folds into a 3-inch handle, weighs one third of an ounce and costs less than four bucks.  

Bone, you ask?   Why would a backpacker need to cut bone?  

Consider mechanical engineering student Aron Ralston, whose right arm was pinned to a wall by an 800-pound 

boulder while he was hiking alone in Blue John Canyon in southeastern Utah.   No one knew where he was.  There 

was no way to signal for help.  After four days his water ran out.  He carved his name in the sandstone, videotaped his 

last goodbyes to his family, and otherwise prepared to die.   But then inspiration struck.  Why not simply cut off the 

now long-dead arm?  He levered it against the chockstone to break the radius and ulna bones,  sawed through the soft 

tissue with the dull blade of his multitool, and pried loose the remaining muscle tendons using the multitool’s pliers. 

Thus can outdoor recreation become outdoor survival in a single dangerous second.  Sometimes you really do need a 

survival knife that can cut bone. 

Unfortunately, survival gear tends to get left behind, at camp or at home, if it’s not light and compact enough to carry 

in a day pack along with all your other gear. 

In theory the Ultralight Ethic--smaller, lighter and cheaper—could be applied to virtually any outdoor recreation 

product, spreading virally across the entire industry in a couple of years and revolutionizing the entire industry. 

It hasn’t happened.   And that’s at least partly because  ultralight products are on average simpler, cheaper, and less 

profitable.   Any company driven by traditional corporate values—namely gross revenue, market capitalization, 

shareholder return or profit margin--will automatically tend to make an overdesigned product rather than a minimalist 

one.   So long as you can sell it to the consumer, bigger and more complicated is intrinsically better. 

We might think that selling a nine-pound backpack would be about nine times harder than selling a one-pound pack.  

Enter the enormous power of the media.    The oracle of American consumerism is the one-eyed monster in the living 

room.   We do what it tells us to do without question.   Ours is not to ask why.   Reality show zero was ―Survivor,‖ set 

in the outdoors and nominally a story of rugged individualism.   But really wasn’t it more a story of going along to get 

along, Machiavellian manipulations, and the utmost importance of being accepted and liked?   So long as our personal 

value is measured in dollars, simple inexpensive outdoor gear, no matter how superbly utilitarian and ridiculously 

cheap, will be considered inferior to massively overdesigned gear.  You are what you can buy. 

Perhaps sometime far in the future, the Ultralight Ethic will overtake and replace the Colossal Overdesign Ethic and 

Americans will once again have TIME for outdoor recreation because at last they have simplified their lifestyles and 

reduced their living expenses, thereby removing the necessity to work second and third jobs to pay their credit card 

bills. 

Some day, under intense pressure from what environmentalists politely refer to as ―The Great Dislocation‖, a new 

Ultralight Ethic may  reinvent American culture itself.  The seeds of change can be found in sprouting like toadstools 

within many of the smallest booths around the fringes of the O.R. Show. 

But don’t hold your breath waiting for the revolution to come to you. 

 


